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Kokoro: Miyuki Shinkai

April 15 to June 3, 2007

The Mutual Tower Gallery

Miyuki Shinkai creates installations using hand-blown,
cast, and found glass elements. Her work examines
the faith required in art-making to sustain it as long-
term career. Kokoro is a continuing progression of the
"heart and mind" concept that Miyuki Shinkai has
explored in previous bodies of work. Kokoro is
Japanese for heart. This exhibition consists of a
three-part installation comprised of meditating
Buddhas in cast glass and blown glass hearts,
everyday Proverb Vases engraved with Japanese /
English words from the Buddhist calendar and glass
collaged exerpts from an every day journal.

Shinkai grew up in Japan where she graduated from
the Kansai University of Foreign Studies in Osaka
with a BA in English. In 1994 she graduated from
Georgia Southwestern State University with a Masters
of Social Administration and a minor in Glass Blowing.
Shinkai's long list of accomplishments includes
commissions, public art and exhibitions in public and
private galleries across Canada from St. John's,
Newfoundland to Victoria, B.C., and from the Yukon
Arts Centre, Whitehorse, to the Albany Museum of
Art, Georgia, USA. A student of Dale Chihuly's
Pilchuck Glass

Hearts and Buddhas

School, Shinkai's refined skill and creativity won her a place on the collaborative team of
international artists assembled in Chihuly's Seattle studio. A year at the Vancouver
Contemporary Artworks in 1996 sealed the commitment to Permanent Residency in Canada.
Her work has been exhibited throughout North America.
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She and her busband, Wayne Harjula have been collaborators for over a decade and own and
operate Mellon Glass Studios in Port Mellon, British Columbia.

Shinkai’s work often embraces elements of ritual and a true sense of “giving” to the viewer. Her
materials range from humble, contemporary, found media to exquisitely created blown glass
objects.

The sense of ritual is present not only in what the work is about but how, and how many, are
made. Within many faiths there is the belief that by doing somethings over and over again that
the repetition of the action can “free” one’s mind and attain a kind of pure prayer state or
enlightenment. This is particularly true in Buddhism and Shinkai’s creation of upwards of one
hundred of certain objects creates an accumulated meaning or significance that would not be
possible with only one or a few of them.

They are quiet and meditative pieces. Seductive in their elegant lines and shapes, they provide
moments of quiet delight when, through one’s contemplative engagement with them, their
meaning and symbols reveal themselves.

And each time they are returned too, something new is found.
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